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Secondary 15 

Learning at home?  
This lesson works best in “Full Screen” 
mode – click the icon at the bottom 
right of your screen or use the “F5” 
key to start from the beginning. Use 
the space bar, mouse or arrow keys 

to click through!  

–  
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How to use this lesson… 

Find this button in the 
bottom right of you 
screen to start your 

lesson. 

Use the arrow keys to 
go forwards and 

backwards through 
your lesson. 

To go back to your 
normal screen, press 
the esc key on your 

keyboard. 

In the classroom?  
You need the same things, but 
will need to swap the parent 

for a partner! 

Learning independently?  
Use the purple boxes to 

explore your ideas 
independently! 

Learning from home 
Here are some ideas of how to get the most out of this lesson at home.  

Text a friend to 
arrange a video call 
so you can do some 

of the activities 
together. 

Explore the topic with 
a family member– 
how is their opinion 
different to yours?  

You might need a 
pen and paper if you 

want to complete 
some of these 

activities. 

Use these buttons to get the most out of your lesson. 

Don’t forget to vote… 
You can find the link to do this 

on the final slide. Get your 
whole household involved! 

– 
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Feedback: “Do you get enough sleep?” 

“I think I get enough 
sleep because I 

spend a couple of 
minutes reading so it 
clears my mind then 

go to sleep.” 
Outwood Academy 

Acklam  

“Since quarantine, my 
sleeping pattern has 
changed (I’ve heard 
the same from many 
other people too) I’m 

having very late nights 
and end up waking up 
fairly late compared to 

before.” 
Wath Academy 

57.3% 42.7% 

“I find it is easier to 
get more sleep and 

feel well rested 
because I work hard 

during the day.” 
Bristol Free School 

“I think I do because I don’t really get 
tired that much and I stay focused on 

the schoolwork and sports.” 
Greatsfields Secondary School 

“I think most people are unable to 
sleep due to too many thoughts 
about different things, especially 
at these unprecedented times, 

and being anxious about grades, 
family and what will be the 

outcome of this.” 
First Park Academy 
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Will the recent anti-racism protests lead 
to change in the US? 

Warning: This lesson discusses racism and inequality in America and may be 
upsetting or unsuitable for some pupils. 
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Why are we talking about this? 

On the 23rd February, Ahmaud Arbery, an 
unarmed black man, was shot and killed by 
Gregory and Travis McMichael while he was 

out jogging as they thought he was a 
burgular2. The two men were charged with 
murder on the 7th May after a video of the 

incident went viral. 

Think (1-2 mins) 
Have you heard about 

any similar cases 
before? 

On May 25, George Floyd, an unarmed black 
man, was arrested for using a fake $20 note. 
While Floyd was handcuffed, A police officer, 
Derek Chauvin, put his knee on Floyd’s neck 

for 8 minutes 46 seconds. Floyd was un-
conscious for almost 3 minutes before the 

police officer moved. Floyd died shortly after. 

Videos went viral in which Floyd can be 
heard saying “I can’t breathe” and 

witnesses pointing out that he wasn’t 
moving. The officer in question has now 

been charged with second degree murder. 

1 
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Why are we talking about this? 1 

This isn’t the first time that the Black 
Lives Matter movement has had to risk 
their safety and take to the streets to 
demand change. It was founded in 
the USA in 20132, but there are now 

groups in countries around the world, 
and have had to protest police 
brutalities a number of times3. 

However, many people feel like this time will be different – that more people are 
taking noticing and understanding the importance of not just being ‘non-racist’ 

but openly opposing racism. So will this time cause a real change? 

Since George Floyd’s death, 
protests have taken place across 

America, as well as in Toronto, Berlin, 
London, Manchester and Cardiff1. 

This is despite the fact many of these 
cities remain in some form of 

lockdown and are practicing social 
distancing. 
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2 Is this time different? 

Will it cause change? (6-10 mins) 
On the next few slides, you’ll see some of the 
key things that are happening as a result of 

George Floyd’s death. Do you think it will 
help cause real change? Decide on a scale 

of 1 to 10. Consider your reasons why. 

Many people have said that the protests that are happening after the 
death of George Floyd are different to past protests about racism, but 

what exactly is different, and is it enough to lead to a change in the US? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Definitely Not at all 
Does this show change could be happening? 
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Is this time different? 
The police officer who knelt on his neck has been arrested and charged 

with second degree murder and manslaughter. In some past cases, officers 
have not been arrested. 

After petitions and protests, the other police officers that were present 
have been charged with “aiding and abetting” murder, which means that 

though they didn’t kill him, they allowed his death to happen.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Definitely Not at all 
Does this show change could be happening? 

2 
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Is this time different? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2 

Does this show change could be happening? 

Black people in America 
have been fighting against 

racism for hundreds of 
years, and yet it still exists. 

Watch (1 min) 
Watch James Baldwin talk about 
the fight for equality in America. 

Then, answer these questions. 

How is James feeling in this video? 

This was over 30 years ago. How is his message 
similar to the protesters today? 

0:00-0
:22 

Changes have happened, but they have 
often been very slow. Martin Luther King Jr 
started arguing for equality over 50 years 
ago, but the fight is still happening today. 

https://safeshare.tv/x/OCUlE5ldPvM 
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Is this time different? 
Anti-racism protests around the world are happening, in the UK, 

Canada, France, New Zealand, Germany, Syria and more...  

This has lead to more stories coming out about police brutality against 
the black community is different countries, including here in the UK. 

Syria UK 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Definitely Not at all 
Does this show change could be happening? 

2 
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While the majority of protests have been peaceful, some have turned 
violent, with buildings being set on fire and shops being looted.  

Some people have said that 
violence doesn’t help the cause, 

while others have argued that 
peaceful protests haven’t worked 

in the past, causing this to happen. 

Other reports say that protests only 
became violent after police officers 
tried to stop the peaceful protests, 

but it is impossible to know the truth. 

Is this time different? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Definitely Not at all 
Does this show change could be happening? 

2 
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Is this time different? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Definitely Not at all 
Does this show change could be happening? 

2 

Influential figures, such as footballers, actors and singers, and also brands 
have spoken out about it, which has helped spread awareness. 
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US President Donald Trump said 
he was “sickened” by the 

death of George Floyd and that 
“justice will be served.” 

He also said that vandalising 
and destroying buildings, 
stealing from shops and 
violence would not be 

tolerated, and that the army 
may have get involved to stop 

non-peaceful protests.   

However, many people feel that the 
Government is ignoring the problem of racism in 

America, while former defence secretary has 
claimed Trump is trying “to divide us”. 

Is this time different? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Definitely Not at all 
Does this show change could be happening? 

2 
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Is this time different? 
Social media is being used to encourage more people to recognise the 

causes and symptoms of racism and to be involved in social change. 

#BlackoutTuesday, an initiative to post a black square in support of the 
BLM movement, was hash-tagged by 28.5 million people on Instagram. 

However, critics say that just sharing pictures isn’t going far enough. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Definitely Not at all 
Does this show change could be happening? 

2 
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3 Is change coming? 

Challenge: 
Do you think these requests are fair? Do you think these protests will create these 

changes? 

“They want to see the arrest of all the 
officers involved [in the murder of 

George Floyd]. They want to have no 
more terror, no more police terror in their 

communities. Everybody wants to be 
apologized to. Everybody wants to be 
told, ‘I'm sorry. What I did was wrong. It 

was unacceptable. We won't do it again 
and, in fact, this is how we change’.” 

We barely get a sorry, we rarely get 
accountability and we never get 

change. So what are people to do?” 

Click to see a statement from 
Patrisse Cullors, Co-founder of 

Black Lives Matter Think (2-3 minutes) 
Many of these talk about 

changes, but what 
changes do you think 

they’re looking for? 
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Call to Action 

What can you do to support the Black 
Lives Matter movement?  

Use some of these ideas to help you. 

Use your platform for good 
and spread this message 

on social media. 

Speak up against 
intolerance and 

racism. 

Listen and learn 
from other people’s 

experiences. 

Challenge racist 
stereotypes or 
assumptions. 

Learn more about the BLM 
movement and history. Use the 

links on the next slide to help you. 

Remember just because it’s not 
happening to you, doesn’t mean 

it’s not happening. 

Don’t be afraid to 
ask questions if you 
want to know more.  

Teach others 
about the barriers 

being faced. 
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•  For an insider’s take on why people are 
protesting, check out this video from 
the BBC from cities in the US.  

 
•  For a photo series from various cities 

around America during the protests, 
click here…  

 
•  …And click here to see how other cities 

around the world reacted to the events 
in America.  

 
•  George The Poet on Newsnight 

highlights the relevance of the protests 
in the UK. Click here to watch it*.  

•  The TED website has videos about 
understanding racism and how to 
tackle it, in the USA & beyond.  

 
•  For up-to-the-minute coverage on the 

protests and other news from America, 
click here to visit the BBC site. 

•  To find out more about the events that 
took place in the aftermath of George 
Floyd’s death, click here.  

  
•  Why have the events in the USA made 

such an impact here in the UK? Click 
here to read the BBC’s take.  

•  Huffington Post UK have put together a 
list of key events in the history of anti-
black racism in the UK. 

 
•  Heard the term “microaggression” and 

aren’t sure what it means? Click here to 
find out more.  

Articles & Explainers 

Please Note: 
Some of these sources may contain 

upsetting information & images. 

Images & Videos 

Call to Action! 
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Will recent anti-racism protests lead to 
change in the US? 

NO 
•  Until world leaders accept there’s a 

problem and act upon it, there 
won’t be any change. 

•  Racism and police brutality are 
ingrained in many societies. It will 
take more than a few protests to 
end that. 

•  While the protests started off well, 
the pockets of violence and looting 
have taken away from the cause. 

•  …  

YES 
•  As many have said, this time feels 

different as more people are 
taking notice. 

•  World leaders and influential figures 
around the world have taken 
notice, which will encourage 
change.  

•  More people are now open to 
being educated about the 
importance of anti-racism. That’s 
going to make a difference. 

•  … 

Calling all voters! 
You can still vote at home! Just follow the link: https://

www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/vfs-secondary-racism 
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You can vote from home at… 
 

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/vfs-
secondary-racism 

To have your voice heard! 

If you have any issues, feedback or comments, email 
info@votesforschools.com 


